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OpenWealth Association welcomes newest member, Google Cloud
By becoming a member of the OpenWealth Association, Google Cloud in Switzerland is actively supporting the
development of the OpenWealth API Standard and supports its distribution through the use of Google Cloud
solutions.
The Swiss-domiciled OpenWealth Association officially welcomes Google Cloud as an active member in the role of
an API Service Provider. The OpenWealth Association works with leading custodian banks, providers of wealth
management software and API Service Providers to develop, maintain and distribute standardized application
programming interfaces (APIs) for the global wealth management industry. Standardized, secure data exchange
between banks and intermediaries and other trustworthy third-party providers helps to boost the efficiency of
processes, reduce risks in wealth management and serves as the basis of new, innovative client offerings.
With Google Cloud, the OpenWealth Association will be strengthened with real experts in API-based business
models and technical expertise. Due to their contribution and in support of the OpenWealth API within the Google
Cloud stack for financial services, the OpenWealth API standard will benefit in all aspects. As a leading cloud
provider, Google Cloud will support the OpenWealth Association to distribute the API standard on a global level.
Google Cloud’s API management platform, Apigee, is one of the most used software solutions to expose open API
worldwide and is used by many OpenWealth members.
“Today, financial institutions have a unique opportunity to create a truly personalized experience for their wealth
management clients, by offering products and services from within a broader ecosystem. We are thrilled to join the
Open Wealth Association to jointly shape and foster the API innovation landscape and culture within the Swiss
Financial Services Industry and look forward to contributing as Google Cloud.” Roi Tavor, Head of Financial
Services, Google Cloud Switzerland
Simon Alioth, Vice President of the OpenWealth Association and Associate Partner at consulting company
Synpulse: “I’m looking forward to working together with Google Cloud Switzerland in the OpenWealth Association.
As a leading cloud provider, they will bring input for new use cases and support the distribution and adaption of
the OpenWealth API standard.”
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